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Fighting Irish Picked Over Purdue

NEW YORK (UPI) -The key
to this week's big one is Leroy
Keyes, Purdue's versatile AllAmerica halfback.
"We've had him working at defensive halfback vatt-time," says
Jack Mollenkopf of Purdue. "He'll
be on Jim Seymour when needed,"
"We't•e not worried about
Keyes on defense," counters Ara
Parseghian of Notre Dame. "Tel:l'~' Hanratty has learned to pick
alternate receivers if Seymour is
covered. We're worried about
.Keyes on offense. We couldn't
slop him last year."
Keyes always has a big game
as~ainst Notre Dame. He ran well
in last yea1·'s victory and as a defender has blanked SeYJ.nour on
attempted scoring passes from
Hanratty two years in a row.

From Coast to Coast

the Leader in serving
the Insurance Needs
of CQifege Men
and Women

Fidelity Union Life

But the gue!ls het•e is Notre
Dame will win it this time, 28-24.
Keyes was i n j u r e d slightly
against Virginia. So was Purdue
quarterback Mike Phipps, though
both will be in the lineup against
Notre Dame.
Around the nation:
The Southwest
Louisiana State 21, Rice 14 Shelton's pasne& could hurl; LSU.
Te:x:as 21, Texas Tech 10 Longhorns move after Houston
tie.
Iowa 28, Texas Christian 2(} Iowa trapped Oregon State.

Want Ads
HELP WANTED
NATIONAL CONCERN has openings for
two studcnta 19 or over in advertising
sales dept. $:?.17 per hom. Call 243-5341
12·1 p.m. and 5-7 p.m. only,
PRE-LAW STUDEN'rS: There's no limit
to what yoq can e.nrn as th~ exclusive
campus rept"esentative for Law School
Placement Service, a nnttonwide pnr.
gram designed to· assist &tudents wh,o nte
applying to law school. Intorcst..d? Send
letter describing yourself to LSPS, Box
1201, Hartford, Conn. 06101. References
re-quired. Photograph preferred.
A'rTENTION S'rUDENTS who worT~
the ijeld of encyclopedia sales this Past
surmne:(" and also anyone interested in
Part time emplo.Ylnent during school
year. Contact A. ;r, Mal't!nez, P,cs,
Alpha. Kappa Psi buslness fraternity at
21i5·0449, between 8 a.m. and 12 noon.
COLLEGE STUDENTS, Pari time jobs,
evening-s nnd Saturdays. No experienc~
nt?Cessary. App1iea.nt must be neat, wen
sPoken and able to smrt immediatEly.
For interview appointment can Mr.. Lawn
at 344-1191 after 6 p.m.
FOUND
FOUND l>AIR GLASSES, brown rimmed,
back of Coronado Hall on Tuesday, 9/24.
May clnim at Onate office.
BOARD&ROOM
UNM STUDENT&-DO YOU LDrE TO
SWIM1 Modem aeeommodatiollll with
POOl and walking distance from cnmpus.
Phone 243-2881.
LOST
LOST ON CAMPUS: Lady's ll'Old watch.
Dlack band, small silver cross attached.
Phone Mrs. Brown, 242-7357.
FOR SALE
HOUSE 2 bloclm !rom UNM. 425 Dartmouth NE. Jl hdnns, 2 baths, ]a>:ge den,
garage. Under appraisal at $27,950 by
owner.

Feel like hiding after swim class?
Don't hide yourself, just hide that wet

.(

hair with one of our fine wigs. You'll
look better, and the boys will look
longer.
·

(

(

10· percent Discount
To UNM Students
'/)iSC(IUHf

Wig ecntet

2222 Central SE
Popejoy Hall

247-1841

Arkansas 28, Tulsa 14- Tulsa
K:an1las 21, Indiana 14 - Jayuntested.
hawks are big and :fast,
Also: Arizona 20 over New
Also: Michigan State seven
Mexico, Arizona State seven over
over
Baylor, Minnesota si:x; QVer
University of Texas at El Paso,
Nebraska,
Missouri seven over ilWest Texas State sQc: over Pacific. linois, Oklahoma
tln:'ee over North
The Far West
Carolina
State,
20
UCLA 35, Washington State 14 over Wisconsin, Washington
Bowling
Green
-Bruins slaughtered Pitt.
one over Dayton, Cincinnati six
Colorado 17, California 14 over
Xavier, Toledo 14 over Marboth vrefer to run.
shall,
Miami, 0., six over Western
Wyoming 28, Air Force 17:Michigan,
Ohio U. six over Kent
could be closer.
State. ·
Stanford 21, Oregon 10-StanThe South:
ford appears on upgrade.
Florida
21, Florida State 17 -.
Also: Oregon State 15 over
both
aiming
high,
Utah, Brigham Young three over
Miami 21, Georgia Tech 10 Iowa State, North Texas State W
over Colorado State, Idaho 12 Olivo passes on the beam again.
over Idaho State, Utah State one
Georgia 17, Clemson 10-nonover Wichita State,
league but important to both..
The Midwest:
Duke 14, Michigan 13-edge to
Notre Dame 28, Purdue 24 home
team.
harsh test for rebuilt Irish defense.
Southern California 21, Northwestern 6-more if 0. J. Simpson
is in a. running mood again.
Ohio State 23, Southern Thfethodist 21-tough to figure; srvru a
surprise.

Milne to Defend

educated on what marijuana can
do," said Dines.
Several student senators commented on Dine&' speech.
Suzanne Ralls said, "I agree
with the fact that he has some
great innovations to bring to the
· campus, however I disagree with
the content of some of them. For

JIM DINES

NM Open Crown

Defending champio!l Chuck
Milne, a New Mexico University
sophomore, will place his title on
the line this week in the New
Me.'Cico Open Golf Tolll'llament,
to be held in Las Cruces.
Milne will be among some 124
golfers competing, the group di~
>ided into 34 professionals and 90
amr.teurs. The pros will be com~
pPting for $5000 in ca11h prizes,
while the amateurs will be seek~
ing valuable merchandise awards.
Other top rate collegiate competition will come from New
Mexico State's first team All~
American Ben Kern, who will be
playing his home course. Kern
will have to be considered a fa-.
vorite.
In addition to Milne, Lobo golfers Wes Wilkening, Drew Hunter
and Steve Satterstrom chose to
compete. Wilkening is fresh off
his win late in August of the New
Mexico State .Amateur, held in
L<ls Alamos.
Heading the list of Las Cruces
entries are Herb Wimberly, the
host pro, and defending New
Mexico PGA titleist Ivy Martin,
professional at the Las Cruces
Country Club.
Albuquerque pros applying
pressure to the rest will be Don
Klein, Tom Nielsen, and San Ma~
teo pro Guy Wimberly. The 1965
winner, Sam Zimmerly of Los Alamos, will be there also.
Lee Trevino, area golfing fa~
vorite who won this year's United
States Open and the 1966 New
Mexico Open, is not expected to
compete.
Milne was several strokes off
the lead last year going into the
final round. He moved np steadily
and captnred the title in the tournament held in Albuquerque.

Get you
hair styfed
in accordan.ce with
features, hallance, and design. rn.mr•'"''"' hair
contour razor cutting,
barber services, private booths
for .coloring and tinting, hair
piece fitting, servicing, ond hair
straightening.
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ORANGE BlOSSOM DIAMONDS
GOLD fASHlON DIAMONDS
BULOVA WATCHES
ACCUTRON TIMEPIECES

1!tai!nt~!i
Hair Styleli for Men

5504 Central se
One block east of Son Mateo
on Central
for appointments, call 2SS.OJ66

2312 CENTRAl SE
OPPOSITE POPEJOY CONCERT HAll.

1580
Thio
Week

Albuquerque Today

855-4551
Song 'l'itle

L HEY JlJl)E 1/Rerolntion
2 HA:Rl'ER VALLEY P,T.A.
3. PEOPLE GOT TO liE FREE
4. 1, 2. 3, BED LIGHT

z.t

Arlist

lleecmf 0>.

Beatlc!o
J"cannle C. .lliley'

Apple>

{%7)

:Plata lion

{ 1)
( ~)

Ra.ca1s

.Atlantic

1!111) F.rni~ Co. Buddah

Sergjo l\lmd.,.

5. THE FOOL O:N 'I'liE HILL
Braail '6G
THE HOUSE THAT .lACK BUILT ArcUta Fnuiklin
7. LIGRT MY FIRE
.JoseFcliciana
8. YOU'RE ALL I NEED TO
M. (;aye&;
GET BY
T. Tertcll
9. DO THE BEST YOU CAN
Hollios
10. DOWN AT LULU'S
Ohio:Exi>ress

Wed<

( 10}

( 3)

G.

( 6)

( ·(}
(15)

l':pic
Bnddah

(-)
( 71

NATIONAL SOUND SURVEY:-DAILY 315 P.M.

PICK IDT
OVER YOU-Union Gap-Columbia

WATERMELON GAMES
Seed Spitting Contest
Watermelon Nose Push
Watertrtelon Decorating Contest
Watermelon Hunt
Watermelon Eating Contest
and More

regularfy 99c. cheer the Lobes
on with comfortable stadium
cushions from Bellas Hess

UNM with a draft counseli11-;'Was
good.
<~-::j
."If we get·~. draft !!o-":its;!or, he
will be neutral.".:fle ';·:YW mform
students of their 'l:'ight's" under the
draft laws. He will not tell students how to avoid the draft," said
Dines.
Miss Ralls said that a draft
counselor would be a good idea
for the campus, "if, it was kept in
the right context. If he is a
draft counselor and not a draftdodging counselor."
Senator Robert Spe<lr said Dines
had "several proposals in which I
am int<lrested. In particular are
the draft counseling proposal and
the budget committee proposaV'
Several senators refused to
comment on Dines' speech.
Senator Tony Olmi commented
on Dines' budget proposals, "I
would like to see more money
going back to students in the form
of scholarships, We have to keep
our professors on campus, and
get more good ones, but some studtlnts are being prevented from
going to school because they ,iust
don't have the money."
·c.

CORONATION
Miss Watermelon Bust • • • 1968
Contestants will be present at Games,
Queen will be crowned at the Dance.

DANCE
The Watermelon Bust Dance
Music by ihe Trademarques
Sept. 28 ••• 10:30-1:30 S.U.B.
(after tfte lobo game)
25¢ stag-.50¢ drag
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Sergio Mendez- Brasil ,66
l-lighlight For l-lomecoming
A concert by Sergio Mendes will be presented at the football
and Brasil '66 will highlight :field.
Alumni registration will take
UNM's Homecoming weekend on
place
on Oct. 18 in Popejoy Hall
Oct. 18 and 19.
from 8:00 to 6:00p.m. An alumni
Preceding the concert, which dance honoring the class of 1958
will be held at 8:15 p.m. in Uni- will be held at the Western Skies
versity Arena will be the UNM- Motor Hotel Saturday night.
Tickets to the special events
San Jose State football game at
may be obtained by contacting the
1:30 p.m.
Alumni Relations Office, Union,
Also plan~ed for the weekend UNM, Albuquerque, 87106.
are tours of the two recently completed buildings on campus- the
University College and Health
Center, and the Engineering College's Farris Center. These tours
will be at 9:30 a.m. on Saturday.
Applications for entries in the
Homecoming varade are due be·
fore Tuesday, Oct. 8, at 5 p.m.
Compiled from. UP! wire
Any organization or group is eligible to participate, and trophies
Vice President Hubert H. Humwill be awarded to tirst, second, phrey and Richard Nixon are on
and third places.
opposite sides of the fence in
their
stand on United Nations inApplications may be turned in tervention
in VietNam.
to :Marilyn Dowerdy, student govNixon said the Viet Nam war
ernment secretary, in the activities center of the Union or to issue should be kept out of the
Sandy Carlton, parade chai1'111an, United Nations, which he said
at the Kappa Kappa Gamma could become a "Trojan horse''
House. All parade entries must and a weapon against the interhave one representative at an or- ests of the United States,
Humphrey proposed a "new
ganizational meeting on Saturday, Oct. 12, at 10 a.m. in the strategy for peace" under which
a UN army would maintain world
Council room of the Union.
Judging will be based on orig- peace.
The Democratic nominee vroinality and overall appearance of
the float. This year's theme is posed in his speech prepared :Cor
San Francisco's Commonwealth
"Cinerama '68."
Width of the float must not ox- Club that an international peaceceed ten feet, and each float must keeping force be sent to Viet
display a name and a number.. Ex- Nam, as well as other world hot
haust pipes must be outsida deco- spots, once hostilities are halted
rations and wrapped with asbes- in Southeast Asia.
"As president of the United
tos. Each float should have a :fire
axtinguisller and be made of non" States, I will do everything in my
p ower to place international
flammable creve paper.
·
This year the parade \\-ill begin peace-keeping soldiers in troubled
at Richmond and Central nnd continue down Ctmtral to University,
where it will turn right and travEJections For Officers
el to Mesa Vista.
First and second places will be Staged by Honorary
nwarded in the roaching division.
Vigilantes, the Sophomo1·e Men's
Judging will be based on precision Honorary has elected officers for
and general effect. All bands will the 1968-69 school year. They are:
be requited to match the full President Ed Simms, Vice Presi·
route and must be preceded by a dent Evans Garcia, Secretary Dabanner naming the group.
vid IGrsner, and Treasurer Danny
Trophies for both the marching McClean. The first scheduled ll.C•
and float divisions will be award" tivity of the group is selling Proed during half-titne at the liomo" grams at the "Cream" Concert at
coming game, The top three floats University Stadium.

There will be a free Chuck
Wa.g-;m lunch fo1• alumni on Saturday at the Univ-ersity Arena
from 11:00 a.m. to 1 :00 p.m.
Alumni and other visitors can
take the Alumnobile tour of the
campus on Friday or Saturday.
The tour will leave every half
hour on Friday £rom 8:00a.m. to
5:00p.m. and on Saturday from
11:00 a.m. to 1:00 p.m.

On War Issue

Top Ten In

Sponsored by Lambda Chi AlPha

77c ea.

instance, I don't agree that marijuana should be leagalized.''
Rational Approach
Mike Burke, a sophomore who
lives on campus said Dines' remark on .. marijuana indicates "a
trend toward a more rational approach to drugs. Not necessarily
the freedom of use of drugs, but
what they l.!an do, not moralistically but psychologically and
physically."
Alan Cooper, a junior who is
involved with Radical Rush said
that Dines "co-opted a lot of programs" that Radical' Rush intended to work on. He felt Dines did
this "to take the edge off of our
impact on campus. I call him my
'enemy' because I question his
motives in doing this."
Cooper said the comment on
· marijuana was "inane."
"It means nothing to 'Say 'legalize pot.' Half the campus w;mts
it legalized, but that doesn't mean
anything. It would just mean peapre would stop getting busted for
possession," said Cooper.
Dines also said that student
reaction to his proposal to provide

EXICO

1000 Melons- Free to Everyone

BELLAs/lEss

By SARAH LAIDLAW
Night Editor
ASUNM President Jim Dines
yesterday explained his stand on
the legalization of marijuana in
response to <;omments by senators
and students.
"I do not condone the smoking
of marijuana because it is illegal," said Dines.
"I wish students would strive to
talk to their legislators because
that is where they will affect
change. As students, they can call,
write or telegraph state legislators and let them know how they
feel. That way, the legislators
will know what the students want
done," he said.
''I want to stress that students
shouldn't smoke marijuana because it is illegal. If caught, it
can result in a jail sentence, and
that isn't considering the damage
done· after release from jail.
There are moral and legal problems involved," Dines said.
Dines said he has not received
any medical reports proving that
marijuana does physical damage.
"I would also like to see people

BUITERflElD • . •

~xplains

Gentlemen!

WATERMELON BUST
stadium cushions

Patronize
Lobo Advertisers

HHH, Nixon Clash
areas, rather than American soldiers," Humphrey said.
Richard M. Nixon went wooing
youth today, telling an auditorium packed with high school students he wouldn't run for president if he didn't think he revresented their hopes and aspirations.
He also said if "our power had
been used more effectively, we
would have a negotiated settlement by now" in Viet Nam.
Nixon promised that Vice President Humphrey would not repeat
Harry S. Truman's 1948 comefrom-behind victory.
Nixon has agreed to a television
debate with the vice president
and Humphrey hopes their representatives can meet within 48
hours to discuss the debate.
The students, who came from
central and suburban St. Louis
schools, gave the candidate a
warm and enthusiastic reception.
About 4,500 packed the opera
house while 1,000 more stood in
the lobby and outside listening to
the answers over loud speakers.
The vice vresident began his
day by defending President Johnson's Viet Nam policy in a television show in Sacramento, Calif,
Humphrey also praised John·
son's domestic policies but said if
elected he would "take stock'' and
change those he found ineffective.
"Whenever you chance management, you should take inventory,"
he said. "If it is not working,
there is no reason to keep at it
just becau!le a Democratic presi·
dent designed it.''

Fine Arts Sculture

"So this is what it was lik:e
those nine long months," this unidentified girl seems to be thinking,

Youth For Nixon Group
Attentive To Salaz Talk
Gill C. Salaz, Republican candidate fot· district eight of the state
House of Representatives, called
his Democratic opponent, Anfelmo
Serrano, "a clown," and said that
Serrano "votes the way he's told
to vote."
"I would bette:r: be able to represent the veople," he said.
Salaz appeared at an orgallizational meeting of Youth For Nix·
on.
The former UNM student-turned-statehouse candidate, asked
the more than 20 people in the
audience to volunteer to help him
with campaign work, particularly
door-to-door canvassing. "Forty
per cent of the veople don't know
who their state representative

is!'

Salaz said his father tl'ied to
discourage him :from the race but
"I wouldn't hnve gotten into this
if I didn't f~;ill I had a chance."

The 25-year-old candidate, in the
q1lcstion-and-answer period that
followed, said, about his opponent
"I've been told that to win, that
I'm going to have to tht·ow a lot
of dirt at him."
He also said that he opposed
lowering the legal voting and
drinking age to 18. He opposed
selling alcohol on Sunday by say·
ing, "People are drunk six days
a week: and that's enough.''
The audience was serious and
interested and during the question period, extremely interested
in his opposition to lowering the
voting age to 18. He did not oppose setting the voting age at
19.
Before Salaz's speech, Bill Russo, state coordinator of "Youth
for Nixon" spoke and urged work
and support for Richard Nixon
and ReiJublican candidates :fot
state offices.

'
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American Hysteria
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Hysteria the word provides some interesting insights into
the late twentieth century American phenomenon of the
same name.
'l'he word comes from Latin for womb or uterus, and its
application formerly ·was reserved for old (usually) women
who had lost their reproductive capacity-a loss that usually
gave rise to certain symptoms, now characteristic of Ameri'ca to some degree.
Hysteria is usually· identified by emotional excitabilitydegree is the determining factor-and often by other symptoms, such as losses of memory and sensation, functional
paralysis, and usually due to mental causes such as autosuggestions, dissociation, or repressed emotion.
Hysteria and the peculiar paranoia of property-owners
and the rest of the middle class sell well these days. Humphrey, Wallace, Nixon and the Reader's Digest have all been
pushing it. In variations on each other's themes, they weave
the subtle threads of charges of association with "known
communists." This, invariably, is the prelude used by each
to ignore both demonstrators and issues.
This hysteria, whereby we ignore our problems simply because communists are aware of them, too, can only damage
America.
~, :' 'l'here is an increasing danger in America that this hysteria will lead us to cast our shortcomings as our national
and societal identity and all because students, or whomever,
oppose those societal ills.
The Reader's Digest orientation to student protest is well
demonstrated in the following statement from a recent publicity release. "While the organization known as SDS represents only a minuscule minority of students, it has managed
to play a leading role in the violence, blood-shed and arson
that have exploded across college campuses from Columbia
to Stanford," they say.
In actual point of fact, no one yet knows who is responsible for Stanford's arson. And when arson was a regular
thing here at UNM six years ago, it turned out not to be the
doing of SDS but rather of a small group of Pi J{appa Alpha
fraternity brothers.
_,. · As for the violence and bloodshed at Columbia, there was
none until the trustees ordered the police to clear the campus. The violent methods chosen by "New York's finestt' may'
be more properly blamed for the violence that ensuedsurely it wasn't SDS tMt led the clubbing of bystanders and
spectators by police?
Throughout this election year we are sure to hear more
from the candidates and the paranoid-that demonstrators
cause violence because if they didn't demonstrate, violent
means wouldn't be used against them.
Simply because SDS, President Eisenhower, and the Communist Party, USA, are all aware of the dangers of the military-industrial complex does not equate either their view of
what society should be like or what they propose to do to
achieve it.
That SDS has been growing more militant in recent years
-to the point of seizing a building to bring national atten-. tion to the issue they were concerned with-does not of itself make SDS a bnnd of molotov-throwing revolutionaries.
Building seizures are much a result of the publie's refusal
to see, or care, the much that is wrong with society today.
When Columbia students, led by SDS,. seized many of the
campus buildings, eight months of polite, patient attempts
to persuade the University's Eig-Busine~s oriented Board
of Trustees had gone by.
At Columbia, all power is vested in the Board of Trustees,
and perhaps no other way was left to bring the misgUided
policies of the board to a stop. Certainly there was plenty of
effort made to use polite, peaceful means.
We are, by and large, today too intimidated by the-way-ithas-always-been-done.
What is :needed is a willingness to see things as they
might be--and not so much as they have to be. When one's
,.interests become so identified with things as they are-good,
bad, and indiffetent accepted in one huge lump-then he
will; as J. Edgnr lioover, see in student :reformists a goal
"nothing less than the destruction of society itself."
For then such a goal will be necessary. When a society
becomes so sick and moribund that even the thought of reform and growth becomes abhorrent to the majority of its
members, then it must surely fall.
:EDITORIAL STAFF
,,
Editor-in·Chier ~~----------·-----:..-!.--~-~---------- Robert BurtOn
Managing :Eclitor -----·------------------------------ Wayne Cicklio
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Bema

Politics of Pot
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Bema is signed guest editQrifl] opinion, n9t nec""""ril.v telleet;ing the Yiem of The Lobo.

By ELIOT GLASSHEIM
Everyone knows New Mexico is
a poor state, with few resources
for growth. Its major city, Albuquerque, was built by and is heavily dependent upon military and
quasi - military expenditures. If
the air base and Sandia leave, the
city will wither. More important...
ly, land values will decrease, ruining many of us older people.
As the campaign for governor
is underway, I have a proposal
which, if implemented, might save
this state from economic ruin. We
should make the growth and sale
of marijuana legal in New Mexico.
Results:
(1) An increase in tourism.
T h e Federal Government can
regulate interstate commerce, but
not, I think, entel'prises which
are carried on only within a state.
Horticultural out of staters will
visit.
(2) An increase in land values.
Marijuana grows marvelously in
just the places which are at pres~
ent worthless.
(3) A decrease in the tyranny
of Federal control. !f New Mexico
marijuana is legal, we can deport
the outside agitators, the Federal narcotics agents, It seems to
me that Wallace people, conservative Republicans, radicals and
McCarthy Democrats can all sup-

I To The Editor:
CHALLENGE FOR
BLACK STUDENTS

The growing feeling of commitment and need for a consolidated
group of black students is at last
reaching this campus.
The present concept of brotherhood for black students bas had
meaning only within the context
of the white sanctions, so this
idea of uniting black people in an
effort to attain f!Omething should
nut be called racism.
Many of these black students
who in i)ractical terms should assume the mantle of leadership
should now try to find ways to
make themselves relevant to the
black masses with whom they
have always been, in some form
or another involved, despite the
fact that some have actively tried
to ignore this involvement.
Conversely, and perhaps even
more important, how would this
group convince the people that
they are addressing themselves
seriously and with integrity to the
conditions which stifle and destroy
the community- from which all of
them have eome? Students should
understand that it is only when a
;people themselves begin to actively utilize the full range of their
nwn resources to cope with their
situation that any meaningful solutions can be hnd.
While the young. educated black
knows he has inadequacies due to
lack of opportunities to develop
leadership capacities, he also finds
that social dislocation is more imminent than anyone bas suspected, It is not "fire next time" it is
fire now. In short, the new group
in few days must vault itself into
leadership roles.
There is a quickening sense of
responsibility devolving upon thi
new group. The black students ar"
strUI!'~tling to define themselves
and to create the "modus operan.
di" for their contribution to their
community. And despite accomplishments which many display,
this growing desire to use themselves in signiflcant waYs is probably producing :feelings of ''self
doubt1' and "inferiority" which
few if any, blacks in a society es•
cape no matter how gifted.

The radical left would support
legalization because it would be a
vast increase in freedom, a rea:pplication of the Bill of Rights, a
decrease in police supervision, etc.
Somewhere around 2/3 oi the McCarthy people could support it for
the same r~ason McCarthy spoke
of decreasing the 'POwer of the
Presidency and for the same reason he went into the streets of
Chicago to speak to the young.
I'd guess 10% support would
come from Humphreyites, for the
simple reason that economically,
they would stand to profit by legalized marijuana. The more conservative Nixon supporters, the
Wallaceites and the radical right
have always been for State's
Rights and individual 'Property
rights: they would certainly be
amenable to a trade, say, No Gun
Control, No Marijuana Control.
Thus a coalition for the legalization of marijuana in New Mexico might have the following pop.
ular support:
Far left
5%
McCarthy
10%
Humphrey 10%
Nixon
10%
Wallace
10%
Far right
5%
This adds up to fifty per cent
of the state's population. Hmmm.
Well, I'll add my vote for the
sweep.

port this. If we isolate the center,
who will be there to oppose it.
(4) The general gain for New
Mexico's reputation as an intelligent, progressive state. Since
marijuana will be legalized nationally within five to ten years,
New Mexico has nothing to lose
by taking the leadership. More
res)?ect, more tourism, more
money.
(5) An increase in Federal
grants for the study of the effects
of marijuana. Since this would be
the only state which would permit
free experiment, NIH, NMIH,
Foundations etc. would flock to
New MeJ(ico. Hence, medical centers throughout the state.
I could recount many more
benefits but anyone with the
slightest flare for economics can
imagine his own.
Politically, however, a position
favoring the legalization of marijuana might be dangerous. However, as I suggested, there may be
much more support for it than we
think. I would make a rough esti~
mate that t'he sympathies of the
people of New Mexico break up
somewhat as follows:
Radical left 5%
McCarthy
15%
Humphrey 35%
Nixon
30%
Wallace
10%
Radical right 5%

Leth:!J:B nrc welcome, and should
be no longer than 260 words typewritten, <lonble spaced. N8D1e, telephone nmnbcr o,nd address must be
included, although n8Dlc will be
wlthbcl<l upon teqnest.

Maybe the big challenge is that
always the small numbers of
black students at predominantly
white colleges have been fairly
inactive because they saw them. selves as individuals trying to
"get ahead." This formidable
problem of "individualism" is the
source of all evil. This new "consciousness" rnay be in jeopardy of
never being fully activated because of this ''it is my own business whatever I do."
One thing black students understand is that no black person
can live simply as a man, because
black people have always been
treated not as individuals but as
members of a grou-p.
Whatever the challengeS ahead,
the new group will stimulate the
independent thinking to initiate
meaningful changes. It is within
this frame work that urgent problems can be solved.
Kayemba Muka$8

NCA REVIEW
To The Editor:
(All students and faculty and
administrative ,;taft' may be in,.
terested in this Jetter. It outlines
UNM's policy for the upcoming
re-accreditation of UNM by the
North Central .Association of Col•
leges-Ed.)
Accreditation of institutions of
higher. education in the United
States is conducted by six regional associations. The University- oi
New Mexico belongs to the North
Central Association of Colleges
and Secondary Schools and has
been. iull:v accredited by the Association since 1922.
The Association follows a policy of reviewing accreditation of
Universities every ten years and
in accordance with this policy
will send a team of four or more
members to make a four- or five·
day visit to UNM sometime between February 1 and June 1,
1969. A review visit is intended to
be as thorough and comprehensive an evaluation of the institution all is commonly experienced
in an accrediting visit.
The Review team wlll ask the
illllowing questions nbout UNl\f::

·wn r,

1. What is the educational
task of the institution ?
2. Are the necessary resources
available for carrying out
the task of the institution?
3. Is tlt> ' institution well-organized for carrying out its
educational task?
4. Are the programs of instruction adequate in kind
and quality to serve the
purposes of the institution?
5. Are the institution's policies
and practices such as to foster high faculty morale?
6. Is student life on campus
relevant to the institution'~
educational task?
'1. Is student achievement con·
sistent with the purposes of
the institution?
I urge all elements of the University to examine themselves in
the light of these questions in
order that strengths may be recognized and plans made to correct;
weaknesses. The visiting team
will not expect us to be perfect;
it will expect us to be aware of
where and how we need to improve.
I have appointed a Steering
Committee to give guidance in
this process of self-evaluation
and to make other preparations
for the NCA visit, and all members of the academic community
are invited to consult with them
about the corning review:
Chalnnan1 Cheoicr C. Tl'avelstead, Aea·
dl!mlc Vice Pmident; VIce Chairman,
John N. bum~, Univenity Secretanr;
&creblry, ltm-shey J'ulien, Adminiattativc Assistant to the Aca.de"mlc Vice Pml•
dent; J'Binoo l\1. Dln.,, Pl:mldent o£ the
Assoclnted Students; J'ooeph F.tank, PrO<
f0880t and Chnlnnan, Dt,partmcmt or Ens•
lilsh; :tl!orris S. li'cbdtlckson, Professor of
MathernaUoo and Dlrcclor, Instltutlonnl
lt.es<!arch; Alvin W. Boward, .A.siatant
Profcesor ot Sceondacy Edueation; Wiinnm
li'. li'uber, Jr., Prot...,or and Acting Dena
of nuarn... Administration and Director
ot Unlvcr.lt:y Collet~• and CoiJDl!eling Con•
ter; Glenn A. W\mn, l'rofcooor nnd Chnlrmal\ or the Dept. of Nuclear Ensincerlng,

Deans, Department Chairmen,
and other key administrative officers will receive a memorandum
from the Committee Chairman
about specific steps to be taken in
preparation for the review.
Ferrel Heady
UNM President

-
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Nude Cultists Arrested On Morals Charges
CHlCAGO (UPI)-There's no
place like Om's,
At least that's what police concluded Tuesday following a raid
on a South Side apartment where
they arrested a man who calls
himself "Om-the supreme being
above God and all other gods" ...:.
and eight of his naked disci)?les.
Police were called to the scene
by a woman who complained her
son frequented the apartment
used by Om's cult. Officers John
Brennan and Michael Mulcahy
said they knocked on the door and
were greeted by Om himself.
He was wearing a beard, the
policemen said. Nothing else.

"Come on in. Everyone is welcome in the universe,'' Om said.
Brennan and Mulcahy, appropriately welcomed, entered the
psychedelic-lit apartment in the
midst of a "fertility rite," they
said.
Charges Filed
On four mattresses arranged in
a circle on the fiool.' lay four
naked couples, the officers said.
They said one of the disciples was
a 15-year-old boy. Nearby lay a
nude 1-year-old gir1.
The policemen OJ;dered everybody to get dressed.
Om and his adult followers
were charged with contrib'\l:ting to

the delinquency of a minor. When
booked, Om would only give the
single name, which, according to
loo:;al hippies, means the "supreme
life force."
The others said they were Gene

Om, 22; John Om, 19; Baba Om
Du Ru Om, 21; Teresa Om, 18;
Jan Om, 27; Mavis Om, 21, and
Mrs, Melvyna Gaynor, 24. All
gave the apartment as their home
address.

--------------------------------------~--------------

'

'·',

Calling U
Allnouncements b1 the UNM conunun.
ity wiU he accepted at The Lobo office.
A 24-bour deadline is In cft'ect.
Friday, September 27
Activities Night; New Mcxieo Union;
7:00-12:00 p.m.
HFiddler on the Roof;"' Popejoy l!nll;
8 ~15 p.m.
Student/Faculty coltee; General Honors
Center: 3:00 p,m,
Gl'lldaute Student Council; Union Theater; 4 :00 p.m.
Saturday, September 28
LQbo football: Unfversity of Ariuma;
University Stadium; 8:00 p.m.
HFidlcr on the Roof;n .Popejoy HaD:

sn5

p.m.
Film Fare: 41 The Fantastic Voyage:,.
Union tht!ll!re.
Sunday, September 29
Film Fare; "'J.'he Funta.Btlc Voy,ge·"
Union theatre.
'
Wednesday, October 2
Wednesday night dance; Union baUrom;
8:00 p.m.
.MONDAY, SEPT. 30
SDS; Location to be announced; 7:00
p.m.
WEDNESDAY, OCT. 2
nternntlonal Folk Dance Club: Carlisle
G:vm: 7 :ao p.m.
Fridny, OctQber 4
Fllm Fare: "The Endless Summct;"
Union thcnter.
Friday night dance; Union bnJIJ;OOm;
8:00 p.m,
Saturday, October 6
Lobo football nt Knnsila University.
Fllm Fare: "How to Stenl a .lll:fllfcm:•
Union theater.
Sunday, OctoberS
FUm Fare: -·now to Steal n Million·"
Union thcnter.
'
Monday, October 7
Theater Roynl Windsor; l'opciey Hall;
8:16 p.m.
Tuesday, October 8
UCD IUm.o; EE-201; 6:80-ll :80 p.ra.
Wedncsdny night dance; Union baUrom:
8;00 P.m.
Albuquerque S:vmphony; Popejoy Hnll:
8:16 p.m.
'l'htzrsday, October 10
L.eture: Ad!Ull Clayton Powell; Popejo:y
Hnll; 8:00 p.m.
Frldny, OctQbcr 11
Film Fare: "lily Little Chickadee" and

... ~~

"A Night at the Opera:' Uni<m theater.
Friday night dance; Unic>n ballroom
8:00 p.m,
Saturday, October 12
Lobo footbaU at Utah State.
Filf li'Pl'c: ,.Georgy Girl': Union theater.
End of fourth weelc.
Sunday, Octobe~ 13
Film Fare: ~~Georgy Girl:" Union theater.
Tuesday, October 15
Homecoming elections: Union Go.llery.
UCD films; EE-201: 6:30·8:30 p.m.
Wednesday, Oetober 16
Wednesday night dance; Union ballroom;
8t00 p.m.
Coronation of Homecoming Queen and
Atlcndants; Popejoy Hnll; 8 :00 p.m.
Thursday, October 17
UCD films; EE-201; 6 :30-8 :30 p.m.
Friday, Octobct 18
Homecoming.
Friday night dnnce;
8:00 p.m.

When they later appeared in
domestic rel&tions court, Om
blessed magistrate Albert Laplante, Laplante continued the
case until Oct. 10 and released
them on $500 bond each.

--=-:'.··-:;;::::-~
I

I
I

1

l
j

I

Union ballroom;

Homecoming house decoration tour.
Saturday, October 19
Homect>mlng.
Lobo footbnll: San .Tose State; Un!ver•
aity Stadium: 1 :30 p.m.
Concert: University Arena: 8:15 p.m.
Sunday, October 20
Fj]m Fare: "D.ivor13e American Style;"
Union theater.
Monday, October 21
Danseurs Africain•: P~>Pe.ioy Halql; S:lG
p.m~

WednesdnY. October 23
Wednesday night dauoc; Union ballrom;
8:00 p.m.
NMEA r""""" bc?trins at .10:00 p.m.
'l'btzrsda:y, October 24
NMEA.
NMEA Concert: Po,~>e.loy Hall: 8 :OD p.m.
No classes. ·
FridaY, Octabcr 26
NMEA: no classes.
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STYLE WILL TELL
(when your style's Mr. Hicks)

Business is- Business!

Bow your back. Demand and get the finest slacks made ••.
Mr. Hicks Casuals with X-Press®. They're arrow sharp, cuffiess~
trim and right on target price-wise. They come in the latest
colors, too. Try a pair soon at your favorite store. $7.00
After all, she'll stand still only for the best!

Says who r There's more to business than just the
dollar. It's the pleasure and pride in showing a product as fine as Columbia. We enjoy showing it. You
will enjoy wearing it.

gJ~Ul/HpCf$~
IEWELERS
268-4480

6609 MENUAL BLVD. N.E.

(Across
from
Coronado)
. . . Menavl
.. .
... ·---~-
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~New Student Outbreaks Feared In Mexico

;

•

MEXICO Cll'Y (UPI) -Embattled students Thursday seized
buildings of the National Polytechnic Institute and raised fears
of a new confrontation with army
troops and riot police.
There was no immediate government reaction to the move,
carried out by about 200 students.
But city bus drivers refused to
enter the area· and traffic police
diverted cars and trucks.
Motorized troops and armored
cavalry units had seized the institute Tuesday in a nine-hour battle
with students in which three per,'i\ons were killed, but withdrew 24
hours later. Only a handful of
riot police were left on guard at
the campus.
l'he students who took over the
campus again Thursday did not
seem in a belligerent mood. l'hey
sprawled around on the grass
talking and reading books.
Student leaders said a decision
had been reached to avoid "provoking" authorities into taking

over school grounds or forcing
them into armed confrontations.
Instead, they said, student rebels
will create "shock brigades" to
employ hit-run tactics throughout
the city.
Earlier in the day police reported a terrorist dynamite attack of
a branch of the National Bank of
Mexico which caused some damage and touched off a burglar
alarm but left no casualties.
Police said the terrorists hurled
the dynamite sticks .at the bank
branch from a fast-moving car.
They said eye witnesses said the.
attack was carried out by four
men and appeared to have no motive other than to keep city tension high.
Elsewhere in the city, student
unrest appeared to have subsided
somewhat from the feverish pace
of the past three days. However,
pollee patrols kept vigilance over
scattered trouble spots.
Seven persons have died so far

this week in student clashes with
troops and police and uncon:firmed
:reports the rebels were seeking to
mount another massive demonstration Friday stirred new fears.
The army meanwhile relaxed its
hold on the national university
campus, seizure of which a week
ago Wednesday touched off week,.
long rioting and precipitated the
resignation of Rector Javier BarI'OS Sierra.
All but a token force of soldiers
withdrew from the university
campus, around which most of the
Olympic Games will be centered
next month. Administrative personnel were allowed into university offices to draw up the monthly payroll for professors.
The university's g over n in g
board refused to accept Barros'
resignation and called on him to
withdraw it in an unexpected slap
at the government, whose criticism of his actions Jed him to resign.

A board spokesman said the decision to back Barros was in response to heavy support of his
stand by the faculty and student
body,
Barros had criticized army
sehmre of the university and resigned after government legisla-

tors attacked him, charging he
had allowed tbe institution to be
turned into "a center of subversion."
Barros did not immediately indicate whether. he would follow
through on his resignation although he expressed appreciation
for the board's action.

Ride to the Gome!
Bus Leaves ] ohnson Gym

7:15 &7:45
Returning bus loads on the
north side of the field on
Stadium Blvd.

Muskie's Talk Interrupted
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WASHINGTON, PA. (UP!)A group of Washington and Jefferson College students forced
-"' Sen. Edmund Muskie to stop
speaking Wednesday by booing
him and chanting "Stop the war."
Terming their action the "first
discourteous and contemptible reception" accorded him during the
campaign, the Democratic vice
presidential nominee told the students to select a spokesman to
mount the speaking platform in
front o£ the county courthouse
and address the audience for ten
minutes.
"I am not going to try to outshout you," Muskie said.
The students, who made up
about half the crowd of 500, selected Rick Brody, bearded selfproclaimed "revolutionary."
Brody, who in turn was booed
often by non-students in the
''-~-crowd, spoke for about ;four minutes.
"Vote for Clark"
Brody said in his speech the
"people of the United States
should not vote for Nixon, Humphrey or Wallace. l'hey should
vote for people like (Sen. Joseph

S.) Clark."

Clark, Pen~ania Democrat
running.fer ..:e-election to a third
senate term, has been a critic of
the U.S. role in .the Viet Nam
war.
He was in the Muskie party
and had introduced the Maine
senator at the courthouse rally.
Brody said the three presidential candidates were "carbon
copies of each other, none of them
worthy to be president."
He was interrupted several
· - times by boos and shouts of "if
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ManufaclurJPg
Jewelers

3122 CENTRAL AVE., S.l:.

255-3090
Diamond, Watche5, and Jewelry
Comj>lefe service and repairs on
all jewelry and watches
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The largest class of medical
technologists in New Mexico history is being trained at the UNM
School of Medicine with :financial
support from the Regional Medical Program (RMP) in cooperation with several New Mexico
hospitals.
Medical technologists are the
highly-tmined persons who work
in laboratories analyzing specimens from patients and assisting
in basic medical research.
Five New Mexico hospitals
have approved schools :for training medical technologists: St.
Vincent's in Santa Fe, Las Cruces
Memorial in Las Cruces, Veterans
Hospital, Bernalillo County Medical Center, and St. J ose:ph Hospital in Albuquerque.
Professional Direction
Each of these hospitals retains
administrat.ive and professional
direction of their schools. However, it is becoming increasingly
difficult for hospitals to properly
train students because of increas-

Activities Night
Offers Free Fun
Patronize the Albuquerque Transit System

"Free" will be the theme of Activities Night tonight in the Union.
Activities Night is an annual
event which acquaints students
with all oi the organizations at
UNM. The organizations have
free booths open from 6:00 to
10:00 p.m. in the Union Ballroom.
All that is required for entrance will be a student ID card.
There will be free cokes and
popcorn and games in tbc games
area will also be free.
The "Dixieland All Stars" will
provide entertainment in the cafeteria, and a Mariachi band will
play on the West l'errace.
Tickets may be obtained from
the Program Directorate booth.

...THJIIlE'

IN A CRISIS, it takes courage to
be a leader ... courage to speak out
. . . to point the way . . . to say,
uFollow Me!" In a crisis, it takes
action to survive ... the kind of decisive action that comes from a man
of sound instinct, as well as intelligence.

If America is to survive this crisis
.. if the youth of America are to
inherit a sane and even promising
world, we must have courageous,
constructive leadership. The kind of
Ieadershi p that only George C.
Wallace-of all Presidential can~
didates-has to offer. That's why
young Americans who really think
support Wallace.

HAMILTON
TEE

THEY KNOW that it takes courage to stand up for America against
the pseudo - intellectual professors,
the hippies, the press and the entire
liberal Establishment. And they've
got that courage.

A GREAT TURTLE
PULLOVER

There are no dues. Send in the
coupon to receive your membership
card 1 the YFW Newsletter and a
copy of "STAND UP FOR
AMERICA/' the story of George
C. Wallace.

,/.yOU th for ··'
II
wa ace Wa~hingt(~g~6:~~~~
l629KSt.,N.W.

I am ............ years old and pledge to support George C. Wallace for President.
Please send me my membership card in YOUTH FOR WALLACE and the
N ewslctter.
PRINT NAME _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~-------~---------MAIUNG ADDRESS·--~----------------------~

QT~STATE,ZIP __________~------------------------SlGNA'l'Olf.B------~~---~------- PHONE _ _ _ _ _ __

ing d a i l y workloads, teacher
shortages, sophisticated instrument~>, and acCl·editation requirements.
The RMP Iaboratm·y sciences
program is providing a majot•
portion of this training to aid the
hospital schools. In this way, a
source of well-trained technical
personnel is insured to meet the
ever-increasing demand in New
Mexico.
Four Year Course
It takes four years of collegelevel work to become a medical
technologist: three years of regu.
lar academic classes, a year of
classroom lectures and practice
laboratory work at UNM, followed by clinical training in the individual hospital laboratories. The
UNM training program lasts 20
weeks.
After finishing his four years
training, each student receives a
bachelor of science degree from
the college he attended during his
first three years of training, and
is eligible to take the National
Registry examination.
University programs now operate most of the medical technology

schools, although hospitals were
historically the main teachers.
The New Mexico program is
unique, however, since the hospitals retain the :primary teaching
role and the university offers only
a pre-clinical pot·tion of the training.
Lynn Sexton, director of the

\

RMP Pl'Ogram, said, "This system allows a large group to get
their basic medical technologist
training at UNM School of Medicine, then return to the various
hospitals to receive their in-laboratory training,"
In the planning stage arr;> ":refresher courses" for those already

UNIVERSITY SHELL
2720 Central S.E.
842-9148

FIRESTONE WIDE OVALS

Open Dnily 10·7
Sunday 12-7

4 for $99 plus Fed. & State Sales Tax
G70x 14
F70x 14
G 70 X 15
F70 X 15

Sancl.~Sun
3+of3

OLD TOWN- OFF THE PLAZA

~~3-7909

working in the medical technologist field, to be held in Albuquerque and in other communities in
the state.
"Our graduates are putting
their knowledge about disease to
use in saving lives, and to the advancement of laborato1·y medicine," Saxton said.

I

We feature
exciting
petites
for the
sophisticated
co-ed
Come by soon
we think you
will agree

-
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General Tires

Gold Bond Stamps

READING
DY AMICS
MINI-LESSON
come to the Reading Dynamics Institute tor just one hour.

You should read raster when you leave.
Now you con personally "road test" Reading Dynamics
-the astonishing educational breakthrough that enables
people to read thousands of words o minute without
skipping or skimming; with excellent comprehension,
great enjoyment and remarkable recall.
Thanks to the Mini-lesson, you hove an unprecedented
opportunity to get acquainted with the techniques that
have mode Reading Dynamics the definitive rapid reading system in the world today.
Our Mini-Lesson is iust what the name says-a miniature version of what o student learns during o Reading
Dynamics course and the classroom procedures we use
to teach this world famous, "machine free," reading skill.
After you have token a personal, self-scoring reading
test to indicate your present reading speed, you'll discover that there·s much, much more to Reading Dynamics
than reading rapidly. Although the Evelyn Wood Reodmg Dynamics Institute has taught over 400,000 students

Thousands and thousands of
tomorrow's leaders-the thinking
young men and women of America
who have courage and who are
willing to act-are joining
YOUTH FOR WALLACE. You
should join, too.

~-~-~----------~------~-~--~~--~---------------
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Medical Technologists Receive Funds

UNM STUDENTS -

"il

(.

'
;

day," Muskie said. He asked the
students not to misjudge the
"basic goodwill" of the American
·system.
Muskie urged the students to
carefully consider all the candidates and make their own choice.

t\

{
(

(

you don't like this country, leave
it."
Muskie asked the crowd to remain quiet and listen to the
student.
Muskie Applauded
After Brody left the platform,
Muskie resumed his speech. He
was applauded enthusiastically
when he finished.
Washington and Jefferson College, a liberal arts school with an
enrollment of 900 students, is located in this community, lying
3(} miles south of Pittsburgh and
known as "Little Washington."
Muskie departed from his prepared text to answer statements
made by Brody,
Muskie said he has been listening to young people all his life.
"It is immaterial to me how
you vote," Muskie told the students. "The country won't move
in the direction you want it to by
taking a hands.off position.''
"There are those of us who
have worked toward the objectives I hear you voicing every

Friday, September 27, 1968

to read 4 to l 0 times faster, staggering speed achievements are just part of the rewards of reading dynamically.
For example, during your Mini-lesson you'll learn
how we enlarge your ability to retain and remember
what you read for months- even yeors- after you've
read it. You'll also find out about our special study techniques that have earned better grades for thousands of
high school and college students. We'll demonstrate
Reading Dynamics exceptional flexibility and show you
how it works for everything from light novels to the most
detaiied business and textbook reading. We expect that
many people wilf be reading foster after they leave our
demonstration than before they came in.
This week toke a step in the right direction-like walking straight into a FREE Mini-Lesson at one of the Reading Dynamics Institutes listed below. Give yourself this
marvelous gift of self-improvement now!

Smart, fashion stylinga classic longsleeve turtle
pullover by Thane. Knit of
luxurious DuPont
"Antron"** Nylon. Raglan

sleeves, Great by itself or
wear it under a sportcoat
or sweater, Automatic
wash-and-dry. Never iron!
Big choice of fashion colors.

.. .

Sizes S·M-L-XL.~-I

"Textrnllzod yarn,
,,./~._.
100°/o OuPont nylon,
"".,:""'
*'*Antran'' is DuPont's
~· ..
reglotorod trade mark for lis • ·

U

1111

*

f;ft;;;on ~
mi lltr 1lfJ.
Fi~ter

Men's Wem•

3124 CENTRAL EAST

NON. , SEPT. 30 - 4 or 7:30 P.M.
2 - 4 or 7;30 ~.M.
~'TED •' OCT.
FRI., OCT.
4 - 4 or 7:30 P.M.
REGULAR FALL CLA.SSES

STAR~'ING

WED., OCT. 9 - 7 P.M.
FRI., OCT. 11 -3:30P.M.,

SAT. , OCT. 5
l\'10N., OCT. 7

3 P.llf.

- 4 or 7:30 P.N.·

NOW
J.VION. , NOV. 4 - 7 P.M.
WED. t NOV. 6
3:30 P.ll1.

SAT .. , NOV. 9 - 9 A.X>'l:.

EVELYN WOOD READING DYNAMICS

Sponsored by LYCEUM, 207 DARTMOUTH AVE., N.E. AlBUQUERQUE, N. MEX. 87106

PHONE 265-6761
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By MIKE PERRY
Lobo Sports Editor
Coach Rudy Feldman will be
trying for his first win as UNM
football head coach Saturday
night at University Stadium as
he takes his win-hungry squad
into action against the University
of Arizona. Kickoff time is 8 p.m.
With only one injury dotting
the starting lineup it looks like
the only thing keeping UNM from
reaching the win column is lack
of consistent performance.
Back in action will be Ace
Hendricks at safety who reinjured his knee in the home opener
with Colorado State two weeks
ago.
Fred Beatty a safety will be
the only starter on the sidelines
at kickoff time. He suffered a
dislocated shoulder last week in
El Paso.
Rille At Stake
Also at stake will be the Kit

Carson Rifle, a friendly tradition
which started l'!mong the two
schools back in 1938. The antiquated trophy has been exchanged
five times. The Wildcats took possession in 1966 when they won
36-15 and strengthened their
grasp on it last year with a 48-13
win at Tucson.
The last Lobo win over UA
came in 1965 with a 24-2 win.
One sophomore will dot the
starting lineup for coach Darrel
Mudra's Wildcats who lel'!ve the
saguaro-studded Tucson southwest to come to Albuquerque for
the 52nd meeting between the
two schools. The sophomore is
center Jim Sherman.
UA Heads Series
The Lobo-Wildcat series began
in 1908 and as it stands now
Arizona holds a 34-14-3 edge over
UNM.
Elsewhere for the Wildcats,
senior Jim White moves into the

starting position at left cornerback to fill the vacancy left by the
moving of sophomore Rick Stevenson to offensive right halfback.
Stevenson, the fastest man on the
team (9.6 in the 100), will be
working behind ·Noki Fuimaono
and Dan Hustead.
Another offensive advancement
is the elevation of senior Jim
Coddington to the number two position at left end-behind sophomore Mark Boche. John Ray, listed as number two last week at
that position will be used almost
exclusively as a punter.
Stone at QB
For the Lobos quarterback Terry Stone, fullback John Pautsch,
tailback David Bookert, and wingback Phil Franczyk will complete
the starting backfield.
The only offensive lineup
change will be at tackle as 260-

Editor's note: The following is
a release from the Equal Employment Opportunity Program on the
world travels of a negro track
coach and how he was received on
his trip abroad.
Ronald W. Davis, 27-year-old
track and field coach at San Jose
State College, returned early this
month from a two month trip to
Pakistan, Afghanistan, and Ireland. He received an American
specialist's grant under the Department of State's Educational
and Cultural Affairs program.
Helped Many
Speaking to a group of State
Department officers, the young
coach noted the great demand
wherever he went for American
physical education teachers and
track and field staffs. He explained that the people with whom he
came in contact have great admiration for the American people and for their achievements in
the world of sports. Many of the
people he met were particularly
happy to meet and talk to a
Negro who had achieved eminence
in this field.
During his stay in Kabul, Afghanistan, Davis, in cooperation
with Peace Corps advisers, was
instrumental in developing a curriculum for the new Physical Education School for Higher Learning. This school conducts a four-

year program for graduates of
the lower leve' Sports School.
Watched Athletes
In Pakistan Davis had ample
time to observe athletes in Abbottabad and Rawalpindi who will be
competing in the October Olympic
Games. He had high praise for
them. In spite of limited facilities
and a shortage of coaching staff
he was optimistic. that many of
them would perform in Mexico
City.
During the course of his trip,
Davis also conducted numerous
"sports clinics," talked to groups
of students and faculty, and demonstrated track techniques.
Davis, who represented the
United States abroad on half a
dozen occasions, started as a
nliler in 1958-59 when he. won the
New England Final. He narrowly
missed selection to the U.S. Olympic team four years ago.
Well Educated
Born in New York City in 1941,
Davis received an A.A. degree
from San Jose State College and
is currently working on his B.A.
He is majoring in social sciences.
Davis has also studied at the
University of Copenhagen and at
New Haven College. He was a
U.S. State Department representative during the fall of 1964 on
a six-week good-will tour of
North and West Africa.

pound sophomore Rod Wallace
steps into the offensive slot.
On defense Woody Jones and
Don Silver make up the tackles,
while David Harris and Don Snyder will make up the defensive
ends.
Middle guard will be Jerry
Buckner.

Reserved season tickets for the
1968-{)9 University of New Mexico
basketball season will go on sale
Tuesday, Oct. 1 in the Johnson
Gymnasium ticket office.
Season tickets for the 16 home
games, including the four game
Lobo Invitational Tournament,
are $37 for chair reserved and
$25 for bench style reserved.
Season ticket holders from last
season can renew their option for
season tickets starting on Oct. 1
and will have until the end of October to pick up tickets according
to U.N.M. ticket manager Mary
Barnes.
Coach Bob King's Western Athletic Conference champions Qpen
the season on Nov. 30 with Abilene Christian and meet Occidental, University of Texas at El
Paso and St. Mary's of California
during the month of December
plus hos.t the Invitational. The

At the linebacking positions
will be Jim Crisp and Gary
Knowles.
Completing the defensive secondary will be cornerbacks Willie
Shaw, and Joe Presente, with
John Reardon and Hendricks at
safeties.
'i

Barber Shop

Ben's

and Hair Styling
Appointments
Available
But Not
Necessary
joseph

Specializing
In Razor-Cuts
and
Hair-Styling
Ron

. i

l

Ben

Conveniently Close To Campus
(across from the Triangle)
255-4371
2914 Central S.E.

PIZZA

No. 2
5700 Central SW

Driscoll Gets
Ready

242.0811
flours 2 PM • 11 AM
Fri., Sat., Sun.
2 PM-3 AM

You Are Invited
Across the Street to

Intramural Games
Set For Friday
Fraternity and dorm teams
start the first week of intramural
football action this afternoon at
3 :45 and 4:45.
All games will be played at the
intramural fields located south of
University stadium.
Independent teams take a break
and resume their short schedules
next week.
Today"s games:
8:46-field one: Aztec vs. Teltee; field three: Pi Kappa Alpha
vs. Kappa Alpha; field fourLambda Chi Alpha vs. Phi Gamma Delta; field five: Alpha Tau
Omega vs. Alpha Kappa Lambda.
4:45-field one: Kiowa vs. Mendoza; field two: Comanchero vs.
Kearney; field three: Sigma Chi
vs. Alpha Epsilon Pi; field four:
Phi Delta Theta vs. Phi Sigma
Kappa.

-THE PIZZA KING We are open to serve you from
10:00 AM - 3:00 AM - Fri., Sat., Sun. to 4:00 AM

LARGE
Tomato & Cheese

PIZZA
2600 CENTRAL SE

for

$

of Janual'y and then return to
U n i v e r s i t y Arena for four
straight games starting with New
Mexico State University on Feb.
1. The regular season comes to a
close with WAC games with Brigham Young University on Feb. 27
and Utah on March 1.

CANTERBURY CHAPEL
450 Ash, N.E. (Un iversi1y & Ash)

at

Sunday Services
10:00 A.M.-Holy Communion
5:00 P.M.-Holy Communion
Weekday-Holy Communion
12:30-Wednesday
12:30-Soints Days

I

1~.--:-...-. ~~;.,:....:~~

I000 Melons- Free to Everyone

Corne Dn Over •
Try Franks

Lobo Invitational will be on Dec.
20 and will have the Lobos playing San Francisco in the nightcap. On the 21st the first night
losers will meet at 7:00 p.m. with
the winners meeting in the second
game.
The Lobos will meet Denver and
Brown University the first week

WATERMELON BUST

I

When Out
WEST

Page 7

Cage Ticket Sales Begin

Feldman Seeks First Win For Lobos

Negro Track Coach Gets
Warm Reception Abroad

.i

Fr.day, September 27, 1968

Friday, September 27, 1968

FREE & FAST
DELIVERY

247-0066

Basketball Star
Gives Guilty Plea

LET US
PUT YOUR
FANTASIES
IN FABRIC
1i

f\

:
i
'

i
'

Former UCLA basketball player
Lucius Allen, 20, has pleaded
guilty to maintaining a place
wheree narcotics are used, in Los
Angeles.
The ex-star of coach John
Wooden's NCAA basketball champions of the past two years will
be eeritenced Oct. 17.
He was arrested with four other persons May 23 of this year
and faces an additional charge of
possessing marijuana.
Allen was in Albuquerque last
March with his Bruin teammates
for the NCAA basketball regionals ·at the UNM arena. He was instrumental in helping the UCLAana to their third straight championship.

University of Ariziona quarterback Marc Driscoll will be in action at U. stadium Saturday when
he leads his Arizona teammates
against the Lobos. The Wildcats
will be fighting to hold onto the
Kit Carson flintlock rille which
they have held for the past two
years.

Qlzedltami

Sponsored by Lambda Chi Alpha

WATERMELON GAMES
Seed Spitting Contest
Watermelon Nose Push
Watermelon Decorating Contest
Watermelon Hunt
Watermelon Eating Contest
and More

CORONATION

HOUSE OF HALLMARK
OFFERS
The Largest Selection of
Hallmark Cards
Halloween & Party Items
Wedding Invitations
and All Paper Goods
Expert Monogramming
Yes We Have Our New
Xmas Albums in for 1968
3501 Lomas N.E.
255-4989

Miss Watermelon Bust .•. 1968
Contestants will be present at Games.
Queen will be crowned at the Dance.

DANCE
The Watermelon Bust Dance
Music by the Trademarques
Sept. 28 • . . 10:30-1 :30 S.U.B.
(after the Lobo game)
25¢ stag-50¢ drag

Welcome, new studentsWelcome back, old studentsKistler Collister has a Lobo
Account just for youCREDIT APPLICATION
IIR. I )
IIRS. I )
IIISS I I
A

0-3D-DAY ACCOUNT;

0

BUDGET ACCOUNT WITH

KISTLER-COLLISTER,

ALBUOUEROU_E_ _
DATE:

LAST NAIIE

INITIAL

FIRST

PHONE NO'

Sl

PIIEYKlUS
ADORESS

ADDRESS

~

[IJ

a

N

:·--J

Custom Designs
All Hand Made

+n:Hlrrn:IN's
~4.2 ...

i<~2o

There once was a lady named Mitzi,
Engaged to a Fritz from Poughkeepsie.
But she bade him goodbye
"
When his Schlitx had run dry.
Said Mitzi: ~'No Schlitzie, No Fritzieo"

7806

From Coast to Coast
the Leader in serving

the lll$urance Needs
of College Men
and Women

C. NOTICE TO BUYER-DONOT SIGN THIS AGREEMENT BEFORE YOU READ IT OR IF IT CONTAINS
BLANK SPACES. YOU ARE ENTlTLED TO A COPY OF THE AGREEMENT YOU SIGN.
BUYER-----------------------------------------

:· 0

C:ENTRAt.. ~~
' r .'

In consideration of
to the follfting with respect to all purchases
made by me or on my
A. 1 have the privilege of a 30 day
account whereby I shall pay the cash sale price within 30 days of the
date of each billing statement.
B. If payment of all purchases made by me is not made within 30 days from me date of each billing men:
1. I will pay the sale price which consists of the cash sale price plus a service charge equal to one and
one-half percent (1~%) per month computed on the outstanding balance at the inc.eption of each monthly
billing period for any.balance under $500.00, and one percent (1%) for any balance over $500.00.
2. I will pay for all purchases in monthly installments equal to one fifth (1/5) of the total amount due
plus the service charge foe the month, or $10.00 which ever is greater.
3. You will furnish me monthly with a statement w'itich will show the unpaid balaoce .fo~ merc~andise
purchased, the service charge computed on the balance at the inception of each month bilhng peuod and
the wnount of the monthly installment which is due.

,l .

Fidelity Onion Life

Date'-------~---

Mail to: Kistler Collister, P.O. Box 8695, Albuquerque, N.M. 87108 or better still come in and see us at
San Mateo and Lomas, N.E. We'll be looking for you I
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New Program to Aid Underprivileged

A group of 45 seniors from
high schools in Albuquerque and
northern New Mexico will be
chosen this fall for a special college enrichment program to begin next June at UNM.
Dr. Richard Griego, assistant
professor of mathematics at UNM
and director of the program said
that its overall purpose would be
"to provide the participating stu"
dents with an intensive educational experience which might enable
them to rise to the highest levels

of graduate 11nd professional education.''
$60,000 Grant
Since the program will be funded by a $60,000 grant from the
United States Office of Economic
Opportunity, 90 per cent of the
students must come from families
with incomes below a certain level, or what is known as poverty
backgrounds.
"Otherwise," Griego said, "the
students will be chosen to make
up a diverse group, both in academic and in ethnic background."

"FILLED WITH DELIGHTFUL TOUCHES OF
HUMOR, ENRICHED WITH INSIGHT AND
HUMAN DETAIL."

St.J:rnngHARRV BAIRD/NlCOU:: 8£RGER/w,,uc.,_.,.oo Dr«tom byMrlvtN VAN P£tALF.S"

The program was conceived
The enrichment program will ego said he hopes to get them
when Griego and George Spring- begin June 14, 1969, with an supplementary financial aid, such
er, Dean of the UNM Graduate eight-week summer session "de- · as part-time jobs, so they will
School, became concerned with voted to motivating the students not be penalized by not being able
the low representation and high and to strengthening areas of to work at full-time summer jobs.
drop-ot~t rate of Spanish-Ameritraditional academic weakness,"
Enter UNM as Freshmen
can and Indian students at UNM. Griego said.
The students in the program
Drop-Out Study
Three Courses Taught
will enter as freshmen in the fall
They later decided on a more
Three courses will be taught session, 1969, and will attend two
inclt~sive program to study the
the fu"St summer-a language subsequent summer sessions. At
cause of drop-outs among stu- skills course, emphasizing clear graduation, they will be encourdents of all ethnic backgrounds self-expression; a course in verb- aged to enter graduate school nnd
and to encourage students who al logic, including deductive and then come back to New Mexico,
would not otherwise have attend- inductive reasoning; and a gen- Griego S!lid.
ed college to attend UNM. Griego eral social science course, emAlthough the main purpose of
said he hopes to choose as yqem- phasizing problems in New Mexthe
program is to encourage stubers of the progmm students who ico and the United States.
would not have normally planned
The students' expenses and tui- dents to enter and finiJ:~h univerto attend UNM because of finan- tion for the summer session will sity, he s&id, it is also important
cial or academic reasons.
be paid for by the program. Gri- as a research project.

"A MILESTONE MOVIE! CHARMING,
WITH HUMOR AND

Want Ads
HELP WANTED
NATIONAL CONCERN lu!s openil\&l! for

TONIGHT 7:30 9:15

WHO SAYS?

William Redfteld and Arthur Kennedy,
Produced by Saul David. Directed bY
Richard Fleischer, Screenplay by Harry
Krei
. bYDavid 1'\,;
uuncan.

S.U.B. Theatre
Sat. SO¢ Sun.
7 &10
6&

9
........

"Kubrick provides the viewer
with the closest equivalent to
psychedelic experience this side
•
1" -time
0 f h a II UCinogens.
Magazine'"A f an·
tastic movie about man's
future r An unprecedented psychedelic roller coaster of an ex •
perience !"-~:sazin~'Kubrick's '2001'
is the Ultimate trip!" -~~~~:~~n Science

:SOARD &: ROOM

Looking for a new concept in spiritual education? Well, look no
more. Enroll in the "Who Says" course in the Cpllege and Career
Department of the First Baptist Church. Starts October 6th. Runs
for thirteen Sundays. Who Says apologetics isn't interesting? See
you Sunday at 9:30 A.M...(Now that's not too early to get up.) Oh,
atmost forgot .· •• the place is 123 Broadway S.e. Don't you
forget.

,I

'

UNM STUDENTs-DO YOU LIRE TO
.swiM 1 Modem accommodatiotllf with
pool and walking distance !rom eamp1lB.
Phone 243-2881.

LOST

LOST ON CAMPUS: Lady's gold watch.
Dla.ck band, small silver """"< attached.
Phone Mrs. Brown, 242-73&7.
FOR SALE

ROUSE 2 blocks from UNM. 425 Dartmouth NE. 3 bdrms, 2 bathl!, large den,
garage. Under appraisal at $27,950 by
OWller.

WELL MAINTAINED, one owner '63

P.S. More intriguing courses to come.

Ratnbkr, 4 door Sedan with :mounted
snow tires for $600. Phone eVenings,
Santo. Fe 983-2158.

I

1
j

I

MGM PRESENTS A STANLEY KUBRICK PRODUCTION
.
.

. '' . 200l·. . ·. . -~-

.··. 0 spac• gdyssey·
UCLA S'.l'UDEHT
Fll.MS
•

THE DIGGERS by Attifa DomokO>
<:HARLlll WHfTil'S l t1 fEEl.
by 1\obert Mcrch""'
l'l-lOTOPI.AY

UGI-ITNIN'S IIOOGI!l
by Paul Duson
IN 'tliE MIS1' OF LIFE
by Mi~e Koski & J•r ReUb.~
byJ.,.AdattOOQ
MUGGINS by St<Ye W•x CHICQ.UITA by J•.,..
SNA!m lN THE GRASS
by !'mland Stephen>

THE G~EAT SOCIETY by O..nrt> Ghd

.

-

{

~

Monday, September 30, 1968

... ·,

-

.

SUPER PANAVISION ~~~~mmrufifilMETROCOLOR .
St~:~rts Wednesday October 2

FOX CINERAMA THEATRE
Winrock ShopJ)ing Center
Reserved Seats-Calf 298-5445
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Dines Re-defines Position
On Draft, Pot Statement
By GRACE ARNETT
Wire Editor
ASUNM President Jim Dines
said Sunday he felt he didn't make
clear his proposals concerning the
draft and marijuana during his
State of the Campus address and
issued a statement to clarify the

Sorority girls competed in wa·
termelon events in the first annual Lambda Chi Alpha Water·
melon Bust.

Watermelon Bust

Stephen Boyd, Raquel Welch. Edmond

between 4. & 4:30 p.m. only, 268-0844,
FOt:TNtl
FOUND PAIR GLASSES, brown rlmmed,
b:u:k of Coronado Hall on 'l'u""'day, 9/24.
May claim at Onate office.
BLACK CAT, Rabies tag with name Haver Lockhart. Found on campllll. Call
247·8922 after five.

Vol. 72

Big Bust

UB!ien. Donald Pleasence. Arthur UConnell.

to start. Call MJsg Anna llftuie Jonos

EXICO

;J/o• I Q
Cop/' 3

Lobo photo by Rich Steislcal.

ATTENTION STUDENTS who worked in
the field of eneyclopedin ooles this Past
·summer and also anYOne interested in
part time empfo}>ment during school
year. Contact A. J. Martinez, P<e~.
Alpha Kappa Psi business fraternity at
255..()449, between 8 a.m. and 12 noon.

'i

1/o /. '? 9

The statement was prompted by
criticism by Republican candidate
for U.S. Congress Manuel Lujan.
Lujan charged Dines with wanting "the taxpayers of New Mex-

STAR!!Hl

COLLEGE STUDENTS: Part time jobs,
eVeniDgB and Satunlays. No experience
necmsary. Applicant must be neat, wen
"'lOken and able to start immediate!)".
For Interview appointment call Mr, Laws
at 3«-1191 after 6 p.m.
PART TIME-No experience nec...ary.
Young ladies w/pi,..atlt telephone voice
for telephone survey form office, morn' ing or afternoon shirt. 5 day week preferred but not necessary. $1.60 per hr.

U11 ·3 aw

iss~es.

on the Graduate Record Examinations, and the recommendations
of three faculty members at his
school.
The initial award will be for
one year, but it will be renewed
annually for up to four additional
years if the Fellow maintains satisfactory progress toward the
Ph.D.
The amount of the award will
vary for each Fellow each year
according to individual circumstances. Each year the award will
cover the full tuition and fees reqquired by the graduate school
the Fellow chooses to attend, an
annual allowance of $200 for
books and supplies, and a monthly stripend to help pay the Fellow's living costs.

two stQdents 19 or over in advertising
sales dept. $2.17 Per hour. Call 243-5341
12'1 p.m. and 5·7 p.m, only,
PRE-LAW STUDENTS: There's no limit
to what you can earn as the exclusive
carnpWl representative for Law School
Plaeem<mt Service, a nationwide program designoo to nssist students who nre
applying to law school. Interested T Send
letter describing yourself to LSPS, Box
1201, lhrttord, Conn. 06101. References
required. PhQtograph :~>referred.

3'7rt '7t1

Patronize
Lobo Advertisers

Blacks Will Get Aid
A new program of financial aid
for selected black American men
and women has been announced
by the Ford Foundation.
The program is designed for
people who plan to enter graduate
school for full-time study, major
in the humanities, the social sciences, or the natural sciences, continue study through the Ph.D.,
and embark on a career of college
teaching.
Approximately 40 Fellows will
be named by distinguished faculty
selection committees. Decisions
will be based upon the undergraduate's academic record, his score!:!

Corgn.-<-111

By JOHN MILOGLA Y
Loba Stall' Writer
Miss Vicki White won the dubious honor of "cham~ion watermelon seed spitter" while participating in the first annual Watermelon Bust Friday.
Vicki, representing Chi Omega,
spit the seed 27 feet, eight inches.
Chi Omegn also set the group record with a distance of 75'4".
Jeanelle Livingston was crowned Miss Watermelon Bust at a
dance Satu1·day night. The events
winners were announced and presented with trophies.
"lt was a great success," said
Frank Maez, director of the Bust
and vice ·president of the sporsoring fraternity, Lambda Chi Alpha. "There was a remarkable

t68

amount of enthusiasm from the
girls."
The winners of the watermelon
games were: watermelon hunt,
Alpha Delta Pi; race, Alpha Chi
Omega; relays, Kappa Kappa
Gamma; best dressed melon, Chi
Omega; seed spitting contest, Chi
Omega, and watermelon eating,
Delta Gamma.
The sweepstakes trophy went
to Chi Om.,ga, while first runnerup was Delta Gamma and second
runner-up Alpha Chi Omega.
Frank Maez said that less than
100 of the original 700 watermelons were left after the events.
Because of the enthusiasm :for
the Bust, "We are going to open
it up next year and make it an
all-campus event," he said.

ico to hire a so called draft counselor to advise (students) how to
get out of the draft."
Dines believed he bad made it
clear during his address that he
wanted a draft counselor to advise male students of their legal
rights under draft laws.
"Pushing of Pot"
Lujan also charged, "Some college students might be better off
studying to improve their minds
rather than urging the pushing
of pot."
Dines said, "The public misin-

***
***
Dines' Statement
Recently, I made two comments which have caused much
controversy, and I think that at this time a statement explaining my actions will clarify both issues. I hope that this
explanation will be taken as such and not as a repudiation
of my earlier statements. These remarks are not directed toward anyone but only to give my explanation and description
of the earlier statements.
The first issue I wish to clarify is my proposal for a draft
counselor to be supported by student government funds.
Many of our male students are not aware of what their draft
classification and the legal implications of their status with
their local draft board means. I think that we could effectively establish a draft counselor, which is not presently provided, who could explain to male students their legal rights
under their draft classification, thus avoiding much of the
current draft confusion. This counselor will be neutral and I
emphasize that this neutral counselor would not counsel students to avoid the draft. I have never stated that this coun(Continued on page 2)

terpreted my statement assuming
I wanted it legali2ed for personal
reasons." He said he hoped st~·
dents would work for a commission to study marijuana and determine if it is actually harmf~l.
"I am afraid I didn't make this
completely clear during my address:" Dines said. "I wish I had
gone into detail during the address Wednesday night.''
Dines Will Stand Firmly
Dines said he will stand firmly
behind the statement issued Sunday (See Statement, page 1).
"Medical research has shown
marijuana to be no more hal·mful
than alcohol and I stated I hoped
marijuana would be legalized under that assumption,'' Dines said.
Doesn't Condone Marijuana
He said Thursday, "I do not
condone the smoking of marijuana,
since it is illegal ... I wish stn·
dents would strive the talk to their
legislators because that is where
they will affect change."
One of the men who appal•ently
misinterpreted the statement was
Lujan who said, "ninety-five per
cent of American youth are patriotic, law abiding citizens. It is
a shame the other five per cent are
so kooky that they are newsworthy."
Didn't Predict Impact
Dines said he did not realize the
impact his statements on marijuana and the draft would have.
"I felt I covered five m: six more
important issues in the speech. I
meant for the now controversial
statements to be taken as ideas to
be dealt with after we have

some more
Dines said.

sol~

immediate issues,"

Hokona Hall Aroused by Male Intruder
By JOY HART AND ANNE O'BRIEN
Lobo Staff Writers

A coed sustained minor bruises on her face when she was

beaten by an unknown male assailant in her room in Hokona
Hall at approximately 2 a.m. Friday morning.
Dean of Women Helen Whiteside theorized that the man
entered the dormitory through a study room window that was
open and went into the girl's room, possibly looking for
money.
If the man entered at the study room, he apparently passed
by eight other rooms before entering room 126, where he
found his victim. (The girl has moved to another room in the
dormitory.) It is reported that the door to room 126 'was
unlocked, which is the only explanation known for the choice
of this room.
When the girl .saw the man she screamed. He covered her
mouth and beat her on the face several times, causing her
nose to bleed, said Dean Whiteside.
GirJs Heard Scr~arns
Girls on the same floor heard the scream. About twelve
rushed to their doors, two girls reported. The counselor, who
was also alerted by the noise, instructed them to return to
their rooms and lock their doors.
The incident awakened girls on other floors in the dormi~
tory too. One girl reported that a girl on another floor was
awakened by the noise of the policemen outside. Soon aftar
the incident, police could be heard patrolling the dorm halls,
another said.
Residents in the general vicinity of the victim's room
said they had heard nothing until the girl screamed. They
also reported that a man had been seen in another part of
the dorm at about 12 o'clock. One resident said she thought
it may have been the same man in both cases.
Immediate Response
Police apparently responded immediately when they were
called by the night staff and a search was made of the dormitory and the sun·ounding area. Campus and city police and
members of the dean's staff searched, but they failed to find
the intruder, said Dean Whiteside.
(Continued on page 2)

First Floor West
Hokona (Zuni)
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s
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1~6 I 124 1 122

Assailant's Route?

113
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Authorities theori.ze the unknown assailant entered the dorm at the
point indicated through a broken window screen and travelled down
the hall to Ho~m 126, where he entered the unlocked room, and beat
an occupant about the face. No witnesses ~ave been fou1_1d, although a
man was seett in the dorm two hours earher. Several wmdows on the
ground 11oor are insecure.

'

